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About This Game

Super Bit Adventure: Paragons of Life is a perma death dungeon crawler where you take on the role of a mysterious hero that
survived a battle inside of a magical prison. Enter the prison and discover what happened on that fateful day and collect the

powers of fallen adventurers along the way. Utilize their powers and slaughter the hordes of monsters that stand between you
and the truth.

"A New Path" Update is now live!
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Talent System: The new talent system will give you greater control over how you play the game. Mix and match talents and
unlock new talent trees with the achievement system! Will you focus your efforts on melee paragons? Or put forth all your

strength into magic? You choose!

Achievements: Unlock achievements as you play the game! These can also grant you new powers!

New Paragons: Over 25 new paragons! Can you find them all?

New Items: New items to go along with the new treasure system! Find powerful artifacts that will unleash destruction on your
enemies!
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The Paragons: These are the adventurers that have come before you, each with their own strength, abilities and agendas. Find
and seek the ones most suitable to your play style. Swap between them during battle and utilize their abilities to lay waste to your

enemies.

The Prison: Once a prison for monsters that roamed the land, it has undergone a change in management. Battle through static
floors and memorize the right path to continue your adventure once you have fallen.
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Title: Super Bit Adventure: Paragons of Life
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
ZiomatrixX
Publisher:
3rd Pinnacle Games
Release Date: 27 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7 32

Processor: Core 2 Duo E6320 1.86GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 8600 GT 512MB GDDR3

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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i like this game!!!!!. I mean, it's exactly what it looks like. I'm not sorry, mom.

Postgame content, because it's rarely brought up:
+ Sprite Viewer
+ After stories
+ designer commentary on character design, voice, etc
+ a .rar file with a character's wallpaper after finishing their story
+ scene jump to all the chapters within the route. It is an good game, but it is only one chapter long and ends in a cliff hanger.
As well as the game dose not work with windows 8.1.. i stopped doing crack after i gotten addicted to this game. 8.5\/10. I have
a fair few items in my library. Some I have played, a lot not even installed. So from now on I will install, and play each item for
at least an hour.

These will be my first impressions not full on reviews as an hour is not a great deal of time. So please keep this in mind. Also
keep in mind these are MY impressions I do not expect you all to agree so don\u2019t shoot me.

For me 3DMark is a good little program for checking what your pc can do. That\u2019s it to be honest. Yes when it\u2019s
checking your GPU the videos are great to watch, but once you watched once well you seen it.

The only reason I have over 3hrs on this, is that I left it running while I went out one day.

Do I recommend this hmm tough choice. If you tinker often with your GPU setting etc. than yes it\u2019s a nice looking
program. If you\u2019re not and you just want to see what your GPU can do then no. You will use 2 or 3 times and then like me
you\u2019re happy with your settings that\u2019s it.

So if you can get this at a heavy reduced cost, then get it. If not they are plenty not so pretty programs out there, that do the
same job for free.
. An interesting passtime to mix worms and golf.. great price very relaxing and looks amazing. Game is way too easy in every
way you see it, you can walkby zombies without getting killed. Horde mode is a patience test, i always get bored and quit... it
doesn't have any kind of challenge is just a massacre of zombies... to get the 50 death achievement i had to continuously die
intentionally
Puzzle are always the same and too easy...
This game had potential but is not finished and overpriced..
As a fan of rebellion games im disappointed for this one. The Light Aurora skin gives Aurora orange hair with a blue dress.
Please keep in mind Aurora will still keep her default skin during dialogues, but it works for the rest of the game. Also this skin
"overwrites" a "skin transformation" Aurora goes through at the very end of the game, which might ruin the scene a little bit.

I've never really used her healing spell. Maybe once or twice. Characters don't have a large MP pool in this game, so MP is
pretty scarce in battle. That's why I prefer to preserve her MP for her Light spells and heal with the "white mage" instead.
However, there are more than enough (non-tedious) ways to heal HP\/MP for free between the battles to compensate for the
long run.
Despite it only being a Level 1 healing spell, its healing equals that of the Level 3 (max) healing spell of the "white mage".
Even if the "white mage" happens to die, there are tons of potions you find in treasure chests for rare occasions like these (note:
I never used any potion, except for 1 Revive, in my 2 playthroughs and I played on Expert and New Game+ Expert).
I guess it can be nice in the first hour of the game where you don't have your "white mage" yet, but again there are enough
potions and\/or ways to heal outside of battle.
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The rough oculi are very insignificant. You'll easily get over 100+ of those in a single playthrough so 3\/2\/2 is almost nothing.
But I guess it's better than nothing.

Conclusion:
The healing spell isn't needed and the rough oculi are insignificant. Get it if you want the skin or if you have money to spare and
really want the healing spell anyway.. I slept while playing this game, I slept well thanks to it too. Check out how many hours I
"played" this, ya I was well rested that night.
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For £0.79p and for 53 minutes of gameplay its quite good but there are no jump scares and thankfully there is a way to turn off
the shaky cam mode.
I recommend it.. Everything has been said already. Buy it.. Like this:
 - Really nice-looking art
 - Interesting mix of genres
 - Good story
 - The idea is quite interesting too
 - Great atmospheric soundtrack
 - Casual and not casual at the same time

Don\u2019t like that:
 - Lack of details

I will return to \u00abAshley: The Story Of Survival\u00bb to spent more time.. i spend 19$ for worst survival game . idk didnt
read wat ppl say about it. recommanded dont buy it couz this game will

let u hate any other survival games. An OK HOG that first sucks you in but ends up to be disapointing.

pros.
good graphics
high resolution
ok sound tracks (reminds me of mortal kombat for some reason)
ok story

cons.
cheesy voice acting
bad (rushed) ending
very short (a bit more than 2 hours)

overall i give this game a 5/10 because it is pretty short and has no bonus chapter to make up for the time.

5/10 for the game +1 for the cards = 6/10

i only recommend this game with a bundle or heavly discounted. FreeMaximillian. Too many bugs... You play an hour, can't
save and then the game crash. It's idiotic. Also, it's built with java.. This is an enjoyable hidden object game that is a bit
different than the standard. The sense of humor is good at times.. Pros:
Lots of pawtential
Great background mewsic
Purrfect art style

Cons:
Not called "2 Fast 2 Furry". Creating account doesn't work, after creating from the cherry website and logging in, game doesn't
work.
"A Hero Is Born. You are now ready for battle!" - I wanted to be ready the very first time I launch or created an account.... The
Hero is born and is now dead.

I did play DN before it was released on Steam, worked fine before but now I give up all hope on trying to play this game again...
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